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DOES MODERNIZING MEAN WESTERNIZING? 
Western views of New Chinaʼs Graphic Design,1998-2008 
By Catherine Jo Ishino 
 

Designers are visual ambassadors, creating vehicles of communication 
intended to carry messages within or across cultural barriers. 

– Designing with Symbols for an International Market,  
   Maggie Macnab, 2000 – 
 

 
Orientalism … had the merit of enlisting itself openly in the struggle, which 
continues… in ʻWestʼ and ʻEastʼ together. […] …neither the term Orient 
nor the concept of the West has any ontological stability; each [is] made 
up of human effort… it is incumbent upon us [the Eastern and Western 
hemispheres] to… dismantle the reductive formulae and the…potent kind 
of thought that leads the mind away from concrete human history and 
experience … 

       – Edward Said – 
 
In subaltern studies, because of the violence of imperialist epistemic, 
social, and disciplinary inscription, a project understood in essentialist 
terms must traffic in a radical textual practice of differences. 

– Gayatri Spivak – 
 

the theoretical recognition of the split-space of enunciation may open the 
way to conceptualizing an international culture, based not on the exoticism 
or multi-culturalism of the diversity of cultures, but on the inscription and 
articulation of cultureʼs  hybridity. 

       – Homi K. Bhabha – 
 
 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

This paper seeks to describe the Western visual hegemonic discourse 

surrounding the graphic design of what is now called ʻthe New Chinaʼ in the two 

decades prior to the 2008 Beijing Olympics, and the current global economic 

crisis. I will make the case before 2008 and the Peoples Republic of Chinaʼs 
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(PRC) triumphant Olympic Games, Chinaʼs design was of being seen as a 

ʻsubaltern visual object.ʼ from the perspective of the Western design profession. 

The latterʼs stance lags far behind the prevailing counter-hegemonic narratives of 

the long-standing postcolonialistsʼ theories and theorists of the 1970s – 1980s. 

So in taking up the postcolonialistsʼ counter-hegemonic narratives, I contend the 

Western designersʼ narrative of China was envisaged when the ʻOccidentalʼ 

hemisphere, perceived itself as reigning supreme over the ʻOrientalʼ hemisphere, 

at a time when Euro-American capitalism was at its apex during the 19th and 

20th centuries. The latter deemed their industrial and information revolutions as 

justifiable affirmations of their international imperialistic power. The Westernized 

hegemonic capitalism and image-driven consumer ethos became globally 

pervasive. However, following the visual tour de force of the 2008 Olympics and 

the Westʼs dramatic economic instability in late 2008, I believe the subordinate 

view of the New Chinese graphic design, held by the West, merits and requires a 

second look.  

As an entry point, for this paper, informed as it is ahead by discourse and 

visual analysis, I will show how three major and classical postcolonial theories of 

the ʻsubalternʼ can be attached to Chinaʼs graphic design, pre-2008. Furthermore, 

I will argue for the subordinate term, ʻsubalternʼ, be re-evaluated and detached 

from this rising Eastern nationʼs ʻimagetext.ʼ1  Lastly, this paper is speculative 

gesture, as I would like to test the viability in the academic arena of combining 
                                            
1 Mitchell proclaims ʻpicture theoryʼ and ʻvisual cultureʼ is deemed as a subordinate in  
scholarly fields. The object of study - images or pictures - he therefore designates as  
ʻsubaltern imagetextʼ.  
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the premises of postcolonial theory to the underlying assumptions made in the 

Western graphic design profession. Please take note that ʻdesign writing 

criticismʼ is in its beginning stages as a scholarly endeavor and just starting to be 

taught at the post-graduate level in North America and Great Britain. In 2008, the 

first graduate-level Master of Fine Art in Design Criticism was offered in the USA, 

at the School of Visual Arts in New York City. The chair, Alice Twenlow, 

announced:  

Public awareness of design and its social, economic, and even political 
implications is growing. With this new program we aim to build design 
criticism as a discipline and contribute to public discourse with new writing 
and thinking that is imaginative, historically informed, and socially 
accountable.2 

 
Also in 2008, the London College of Communications (LCC) at the 

University of the Art London opened up its first Masters level degree in Design 

Writing Criticism, stating it was “the first course of its kind in Europe.” 3 They 

described the program as a place where graduate students will “explore the 

impact of writing and criticism on contemporary design thinking and practice.” In 

a 2007 “Blueprint” magazine article, co-founder of the new LCC MA, Teal Triggs 

states: 

Design has long been the poor relations of other forms of critique. …the 
development of a new MA course in Design Writing/Criticism… is one of the 
first courses of its kind… Design writing and criticism has not been formally 
recognised as a vital component of design education.4 

                                            
2http://www.schoolofvisualarts.edu/news/index.jsp?content_id=1835&page_id=519&sid0
=228 (accessed September 19, 2009). 
3 http://www.lcc.arts.ac.uk/courses/postgraduate/design_writing_criticism.htm# 
(accessed September 19, 2009). 
4 www.lcc.arts.ac.uk/docs/080_BLUEPRINT_OCTOBER.pdf (accessed September 19, 
2009). 
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So given the newness of the design writing criticism discipline in academia   

(not to mention the term, ʻgraphic designerʼ was just coined by American William 

Addison Dwiggins, less than 100 years ago, in 19225), I find myself exploring 

uncharted territory. However in doing so, I will link postcolonial theory of the 

subaltern to how the Western graphic design profession has viewed the ʻNew 

Chinaʼ graphic design in the past two decades, from 1998 to 2008. Lastly, I will 

accomplish this by connecting examples of the work of three Chinese designersʼ 

works to three postcolonialistsʼ theories and theorists. 

 

II. THE SUBALTERN IMAGETEXT 

W. J. T. Mitchell, visual culturalist, claimed in 2004, the “image is like the 

politically oppressed ʻotherʼ, a subaltern subject that has not been allowed to 

speak in academia,”6 and where the ʻwritten wordʼ is reified over the ʻsubaltern 

imagetextʼ. (NOTE: I will adopt Mitchellʼs term, from here on out, to denote both 

the postcolonial notion of the ʻsubaltern objectʼ and his poststructural idea of 

ʻimagetextʼ.) Gayatri Spivak, feminist post-colonialist, stated in 1992, the 

ʻsubalternʼ is not “…just a classy word for oppressed, for Other, for somebody 

who's not getting a piece of the pie.... In postcolonial terms, everything that has 

limited or no access to the cultural imperialism is subaltern - a space of 

                                            
5 Alan Livingston and Isabella Livingston, Dictionary Of Graphic Design And Designers, 
(London: Thames and Hudson), 1992. 
6 WJT Mitchell. Afterimage, (Jan/Feb 2006): 49. 
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difference.”7 However, it was Antonio Gramsci, the Italian Marxist, who is credited 

with appropriating the word ʻsubalternʼ in 1926,8 to designate the underclass, 

while writing his “Prison Notebooks: 1926-1934.”9  During his imprisonment, 

Gramsci also developed his theory of ʻcultural hegemony.ʼ He believed in the 20th 

century, if any one class was to move beyond its own economic self-interests and 

benefits, it must construct its own cultural forms, intellectual ideas, and moral 

leadership. In this way, they could gain the most pervasive and unrivaled control, 

as well as power, over any other class. Later social thinkers would build upon 

Gramsciʼs concepts, like postcolonialist Edward Said. In 1978, the latter stated 

the ʻOccidentʼ had indeed captured a hegemonic cultural control over the ʻOrientʼ 

in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, writing: 

certain cultural forms predominate over others, just as certain ideas are 
more influential than others; the form of this cultural leadership is what 
Gramsci has identified as hegemony, an indispensable concept for any 
understanding of cultural life in the industrial West. It is …the result of 
cultural hegemony at work, that gives Orientalism the durability and the 
strength… indeed it can be argued that the major component in European 
culture…the idea of European identity as a superior one in comparison 
with all the non-European peoples and cultures.10 

  

                                            
7 Leon de Kock. “Interview With Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak: New Nation Writers 
Conference in South Africa”, A Review of International English Literature, 23(3), (1992): 
29-47. 
8 The dictionary places the termʼs beginnings in the 16th century, translated in Late Latin 
as subalternus, or sub- ʻbelowʼ and alternus ʻevery otherʼ. The noun, subaltern, was used 
to describe a subordinate ranking below the standing of a captain in the British military, 
but its usage was discontinued by the late 18th century. 
http://dictionary.reference.com/wordoftheday/archive/2003/01/06.html (accessed August 
17, 2009). 
9 He was imprisoned during the Mussolini dictatorship for his anti-tolatarian ideas 
10 Edward Said, "Introduction", Orientalism, (London: Penguin Books), 2003 [1st 
ed.1978], 7. 
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To reiterate, it is Gramsciʼs notion of the ʻsubalternʼ and ʻcultural 

hegemony,ʼ as seen from Saidʼs ʻpostcolonial turnʼ in his conceptualization of his 

binary ʻOccidentʼ and ʻOrient,ʼ where I will begin my entryway into describing 

through visual and discourse analysis about the ʻNew Chinaʼ graphic design as a 

ʻsubaltern imagetext,ʼ at least, in the eyes of the Western design profession from 

1998 to 2008. 

 

A. New Chinaʼs Graphic Design as ʻSubaltern Imagetextʼ 

A positive view on the state of modern Chinese graphic design was 

difficult to find in the Western professional design press, until most recently, after 

the 2008 Beijing Olympic games took place. From the time, the Chinese 

Communist government reorganized in the early 1980s through the 1990s and in 

the early days of the New Chinaʼs free market economy, American trade journals 

reporting on graphic design being produced in China portrayed the countryʼs 

works as derivative and imitative of Western practice. Noted design historian, 

Victor Margolin explains this misunderstanding, in his review of Scott Minick and 

Jiao Pingʼs book, Chinese Graphic Design in the 20th Century.11 Margolin found 

out in reviewing the text, how Chinese differ from Western designers in adopting 

new design styles. Margolin writes, in the West ʻnew-nessʼ bases its continuum of 

change as “representations of the dominant ideology of cultural modernity.”12 

However this form of Western modernism, he reveals, in China is seen as 

                                            
11 Design Issues, Vol. 8, No. 2, (Spring, 1992): 82-84. 
12 Ibid.: 82. 
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extreme and outside their own culture, where tradition and history are revered as 

well as followed for centuries. In Minick and Pingʼs book,13 Margolin reviews how 

they trace ʻindigenous designʼ back to the first century A.D., when the Chinese 

invented papermaking. Furthermore, Margolin notes not until the 12th century was 

the West even capable of re-creating this technology. Given Chinese wood block 

printing began in 868 A.D. and moveable type was used between 1041-1048, 

China historically begins designing books 400 years ahead of Gutenberg and his 

famous bible, which was first printed circa 1439. The first Chinese printed books 

were discovered beginning in 636 A.D. In short, the practice of design is not a 

recent Western import to China, rather a long-standing historic practice by these 

three design historiansʼ learned judgments. 

To the contrary, design writer and educator, Clive Dilnot, in his 2003 

Design Issues article, “Which Way Will the Dragon Turn?“14 writes about the 

Euro-American corporations entering British Hong Kong and later Mainland 

China. Dilnot15 maintains the Westerners brought in their own art directors and 

creatives to oversee the local designersʼ work output. Once the locals were hired, 

they did not have the luxury of time to innovate their own design work - it was 

enough to contend with learning new technologies, grappling with the imported 

visual language, and still meet the foreignersʼ unyielding deadlines. The 
                                            
13 Scott Minick and Jiao Ping, Chinese Graphic Design in the Twentieth Century. 
(London: Thames and Hudson),1990. 
14 Clive Dilnot, “Which Way Will The Dragon Turn? Three Scenarios For Design In China 
Over The Next Half-Century.” In Design Issues, Vol. 19, No. 3, (Summer 2003): 5-20.  
15 Dilnot taught at the Hong Kong Polytechnic University from 1995 to 2000.  
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entrepreneursʼ goal in hiring these New Chinese designers was to get the most 

output, at the lowest cost, and in the quickest amount of time. Then these venture 

capitalists would export the goods and sell them at a higher profit margin to their 

Western consumers, who in turn, were looking for the best prices their money 

could purchase. Replicating, rather than creating, clearly was the most cost 

efficient in this profit-making dynamic. Thus the local Chinese designers were 

given the task of copying works for the sake of efficiency.16 Dilnot summarizes his 

Western perspective on the New Chinese design in this way: 

ʻR&Dʼ means not research and development but replication and 
duplication. The negative implications for design epitomized by this model 
are obvious—the copy economy always will tend to trivialize, cheapen and 
operationalize the role of the designer. But is this situation all bad? 
Certainly it indicates the objective, structural, difficulty of establishing a 
mature design profession in China today, if by mature profession we think 
of something on the model of American or western European practice. But 
is this really what is required? Is there perhaps within the emerging 
situation, especially in the longer term, the seedbed of a different model of 
design altogether?17 
 
Dllnot goes on to point out the different ways in which the Chinese 

designers could take their work in another direction. Of primary importance, he 

argues, “if the country were to move from being a ʻlow-cost manufacturing unitʼ to 

being the global center of new product innovationʼ this act would be the most 

transformative and empowering.”18 

 Five years after Dilnotʼs publication, in 2008, the Victoria & Albert Museum 

                                            
16 For more information see: Shou Zhi Wang, “Chinese Modern Design: A Retrospective” 
and “Design in Asia and Australia,” Design Issues, Vol. 6, No. 1, Autumn, 1989, 66-68. 
17 Clive Dilnot, “Which Way will the Dragon Turn? Three scenarios for design in China 
over the next half-century,” In Design Issues, Vol. 19, No. 3, (Summer 2003): 5-20,12. 
18 Ibid.: 14. 
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in London mounted a blockbuster exhibit, called China Design Now.19 On display 

were over 200 projects from Shanghai, Shenzhen, and Beijing. the three major 

burgeoning and most industrialized cities in China. The design works covered the 

period from when the Countryʼs switched full force to a ʻfree market economyʼ in 

the early 1990s to early 2000s. Unfortunately even in 2008, there remains 

evidence of European hegemony still lingering on. The London Timesʼ 

newspaper critic, Tom Dyckhoff, wrote his review of the China Design Now 

exhibition:   

unveiling the material magnificence of another [besides Japan] long-
isolated, mysterious, oriental civilisation, but one, which is now suddenly 
ubiquitous. …What is dispiriting is not just that Chinaʼs entire design 
output seems solely defined by rabid capitalism. It is how familiar are the 
products of this mysterious, oriental civilisation.20 

 

Indeed even some of the pages from the China Design Now catalog , asks these 

hegemonic questions:  

The speed of social change in contemporary China is a constant influence 
on this generation [of up and coming graphic designers]. How can one 
derive inspiration from a rapidly changing reality? Can those cheap 
Chinese textiles and plastic products the socialist way of life and socialist 
habits be transformed into a design language with distinctive Chinese 
features?21 

                                            
19 For the exhibition itself, see: 
http://www.vam.ac.uk/vastatic/microsites/1636_chinadesignnow/(accessed April 2008). 
20 Tom Dyckhoff. “China Design Now at the Victoria & Albert Museum.” March 14, 
2008. 
http://entertainment.timesonline.co.uk/tol/arts_and_entertainment/visual_arts/architectur
e_and_design/article3549114.ece. (accessed August 2009). 
For the exhibition itself, see: 
http://www.vam.ac.uk/vastatic/microsites/1636_chinadesignnow/ (accessed April 
2008). 
21 Ye Ying, “Get It Louder,” edited by Zhang Hongxing and Lauren Parker, China Design 
Now, (London: V & Publishing), 2008, 66. 
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Ironically, the most positive outcome of the popular exhibition was 

breaking down the entrenched Western culture and pre-existing hegemonic 

barriers more, because the high profile design show was shown at a long-held 

British establishment as Londonʼs Victoria Albert Museum (1852). The V&A is 

known to hold the largest decorative arts and design collection in the world, and 

one the biggest East Asian collections, comparable to New Yorkʼs Metropolitan 

Museum of Art and Parisʼ Musee du Louvre.  

 

B. Visual and Discourse Analysis of Subaltern Imagetext 

In the context of the postcolonial sublalternity, can the ʻNew Chinaʼ graphic 

design be seen as ʻChinese Modernʼ design,22 that is, beyond its subordinate 

position designated by Euro-American hegemonic design professionals? Can the 

Western designers see the ʻChinese Modernʼ graphic design as an entity unto 

itself, or merely as a bad imitation of the Westʼs own work? Does the 

ʻmodernizationʼ of the ʻNew Chinaʼ graphic design necessitate that it 

ʻWesternizeʼ? Or is this question narcissistic and hegemonic as Margolin alluded 

to earlier – that in the West ʻnew-nessʼ bases its continuum of change as 

“representations of the dominant ideology of cultural modernity?”23  

For all intents and purposes of this short paper, I suggest the answers to 

these questions lie beyond Gramsciʼs ʻcultural hegemony,ʼ or Saidʼs binary of 
                                            
22 My thanks to Chinese design expert and my second reader, Wendy Wong, for making 
me aware of the term, ʻChinese Modern.ʼ 
23 Ye Ying, “Get It Louder,” edited by Zhang Hongxing and Lauren Parker, China Design 
Now, (London: V & Publishing), 2008, 82. 
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ʻOrientʼ and ʻOccident,ʼ or Spivakʼs ʻstrategized essentialism,ʼ and resides more 

with post-colonialist and post-structuralist Homi K. Bhahba and his 

conceptualization of a ʻThird Spaceʼ constituted of cultural ʻhybridityʼ and 

ʻmultivocality.ʼ Therefore, I will survey and describe succinctly, through visual and 

discourse analysis, three different Chinese graphic designersʼ works – Xu Wang, 

Min Wang, and He Jun - then contexturalize each one as representative of Said, 

Spivak, and Bhabha varying subaltern and postcolonial positions. 

 

III.  THE SUBALTERN IMAGETEXT 

Until the advent of post-colonialism, the forces of the Western Empires 

continued to define non-Western cultures as the ʻSubaltern.ʼ In the 1978 edition 

of Orientalism, Said emphasized “neither the term Orient nor the concept of the 

West has any ontological stability; each [is] made up of human effort… these 

supreme fictions lend themselves easily to manipulation and the organization of 

collective passion…”24 In addition, he advocated “it is incumbent upon us [the 

Eastern and Western hemispheres] to… dismantle the reductive formulae and 

…potent kind of thought that leads the mind away from concrete human history 

and experience …25 what has really been lost is a sense of the density and 

interdependence of human life.”26 Lastly, in his 1994 edition of the same book, in 

its  “Afterword,” Said ruminates, “Looking back [16 years later]… the availability 

                                            
24 Edward Said, Orientalism, (London: Penguin Books), 2003, [first edition 1978], xvii. 
25 Ibid., xxiii. 
26 Ibid., xxvii. 
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of a massive new interpretive and scholarly enterprise to reduce the effects of 

imperialist shackles on thought and human relations, Orientalism … had the merit 

of enlisting itself openly in the struggle, which continues… in ʻWestʼ and ʻEastʼ 

together.”27 

 

A. Xu Wang - Said and ʻOrientalismʼ  

The contemporary Chinese designer that best exemplifies Saidʼs position 

of historical mutability is Xu Wang. Like Said, Wang believes rather than adhering 

to a fixed conception of the Eastern and Western graphic design, both can 

change. Most known in the West of Mainland Chinese designers, Xu Wang, 

stands out prominently. In 1998, he was nicknamed ʻGraphic Designʼs Evangelist 

in Chinaʼ by Europeʼs main design magazine, Graphis.28 This title was bestowed 

upon him, as he is widely known for traveling to the West to show what is 

currently being done in the Peoples Republic of Chinaʼs (PRC) design profession. 

Wang frequently gives lecture tours, distributing his design books and magazines 

containing the best of contemporary PRC work throughout Europe and the USA.29 

Also Wang continues to do his own work, primarily for art and museum venues, 

and participates in the highly popular and competitive ʻRegional Thematic Poster 

                                            
27 Ibid.,  352. 
28 Chris Anderson, “Wang Xu: graphic designʼs evangelist in China,” Graphis 316, 
(1998): 22-31. For more on design writerʼs resume see: 
http://lib.colostate.edu/posters/results-artists.php?id=345. (accessed June 2007). 
29 I saw Xu Wang when he presented at the Alliance Graphique Internationale (AGI) 
annual conference in San Francisco, 2002. At the time he presented the work and video 
interviews of designers from all around China. 
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Invitationalsʼ that begun in the late 1990s.30 His avid energy and work is felt 

throughout the global design community.  

Between 1985 and 1992, Xu Wang lived and worked in British Hong Kong, 

then returned to his hometown of Guangzhou, where he began his own design 

studio and publishing company. In 1994, he started his self-published, English- 

Chinese bilingual graphic design magazine, called the Design Exchange. Quickly 

the publication proved to be “the most influential and widely circulated graphic 

design magazine in all of China,”31 especially with added commercial and 

financial backing of various companies.  

In 1993, for Print magazine,32 Min Wang and his wife, Xiao Hong Shen, a 

cross-cultural studies scholar,33 wrote an article, called “After Mao: Chinese 

Graphic Design Today.”34 The article highlighted Xu Wangʼs work. The couple 

had decided to return back to their homeland of the PRC for a visit, after living in 

the USA since the early 1980s. While there, they went for a design tour of the 

provinces. In their writing, they revealed what they found in their travels and 

explorations. Min Wang and Xiao Hong Shen saw Xu Wangʼs work as most fully 

integrating Euro-American and Chinese cultures given the wide range of 

                                            
30 Wendy S. Wong, “Detachment and Unification: A Chinese graphic design history in 
Greater China since 1979.” Design Issues, Vol. 17(4), p. 51-71, (Autumn 2001): 66. 
31 Min Wang and Xiao Hong Shen. “After Mao: Chinese Graphic Design Today.” Print 
48.n3, (May-June 1994): 64- 68. 
32 This is an industry trade magazine to which US designers often subscribe. 
33 Shen was educated at Yale in American Studies and Stanford got her PhD in China – 
US relations. Min Wang is a Yale MFA design graduate and was project manager for 
Adobe, a graphics software developer and manufacturer.  
34 Min Wang and Xiao Hong Shen. “After Mao: Chinese Graphic Design Today.” Print 
48.n3, (May-June 1994): 64- 68. 
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designers they met and interviewed. As Min Wang and Shen pointed out, though 

Xu Wangʼs major emphasis was on visual elements that will cross cultures, his 

perspective remained Chinese. The writers felt his work fused Chinese and 

Western design conceptions and manifestations the best. In finishing up their 

extensive survey of PRC designers, the authors respectfully gave Wang the last 

word, in which he declared, “to have our own identity and to improve our design 

by gaining nourishment from our rich Chinese culture and traditions is a 

challenge for us all.” 

Xu Wang further exemplified his cross-cultural abilities in an annual poster 

he designed for a Chinese commercial paper production company and audience. 

He played with the notion of representing the Chinese zodiac, which at the time 

was the Year of the Tiger (see fig. 1). The elements of this poster ingeniously are 

conceived to suggest a second reality of a calendar and to create a graphical 

concept to announce the Year of the Tiger.35 The yellow and black stripes of the 

tigerʼs tail are made up and display the 12 months of the Western calendar year. 

The body of the animal is positioned in a Western-style design trope with the legs 

and head of the Tiger intentionally left out of the picture frame, leaving the 

viewerʼs mindʼs eye to fill in the missing parts.36 Xu Wangʼs layout intentionally 

breaks with classical Chinese scroll painting, where traditionally the entire object 

of focus would be depicted in its entirety, except of course for background of the 

                                            
35 Designer: Wang Xu, Client: Guangdong Fu Tak Fine Paper Co Ltd.  
36 This way of framing imagery was derived from Gestalt psychology. The visual 
expectation is the viewer will ʻfill inʼ the total picture, being familiar the how the image 
looks in its entirety. 
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landscape setting. In the latter case, the entire body of the tiger would have been 

fully depicted. The type is constructed both in Chinese characters and the Roman 

alphabet in English, comprising both the stripes of the Tiger and the posterʼs title. 

The colors, Wang chose for his overall calendarʼs color scheme, are red and 

gold. These two colors are considered to be the luckiest hues in China. As 

authors, L.K. Peterson and Cheryl Dangel Cullen, write in their book, Global 

Graphics: Color, A guide to design with color for an international market, 37  red 

symbolizes “good luck, joy, good fortune, and fertility.”38 The yellow originally was 

only used by the Imperial family and still holds the meaning of power and royalty 

in it. Yellow also symbolizes “joy, happiness, high spirits and sunshine”39  much 

like in the West. The color black carries a similar meaning as in the West, but 

more specifically, for the Chinese, black stands for “depth, truth, life and 

stability.”40  

In 2005, twelve years later, the maturity of Xu Wangʼs work can be seen in 

his poster entry to an international graphic design exhibition in Germany named, 

“Pictorial Writing - Contemporary Chinese Posters.” 41 His poster was designed 

as a commemoration for the 60th anniversary of the atomic bombing of Hiroshima 

                                            
37 L.K. Peterson and Cheryl Dangel Cullen, “The Asian Pacific Rim,” 146-179. 
Global Graphics: Color, A guide to design with color for an international market, 
(Gloucester, MA: Routledge), 2000, 148. 
38 Ibid., 148. 
39 Ibid., 148. 
40 Ibid., 148. 
41 This web exhibition accompanies the exhibition at the Hochschule fuer Gestaltung und 
Kunst, Roessligasse 12, Lucerne (Switzerland) from September 14 to November 6, 
2005, curated by Jianping He and Urs Straehl. 
http://www.posterpage.ch/exhib/ex135typ/ex135typ.htm (accessed September 2006). 
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and Nagasaki. Wang created the posters as a non-commercial piece of work, 

exclusively for this design showing in this international venue. This poster we 

now can see him fulfilling his own earlier Chinese design challenge that he had 

set out for himself (see fig. 2). On the left, Wang fore-fronts his Eastern design 

sensibilities and culture, with a Western design hint now appearing secondary in 

his work. For the purposes of this brief paper, I will focus only on his Hiroshima 

poster on the left hand side of the page. His bold, black calligraphic characters 

are painted with vigor and confidence. A Chinese viewer would be able to see in 

Wangʼs calligraphy that some parts of the strokes, which comprise the name of 

the city, are missing.  So for those able to read Chinese, the sporadic paint 

strokes could conjure up the image of Hiroshima transmuted and blown apart 

with the cityʼs buildings falling apart and her people vaporized. In fact, one Asian 

reviewer of the poster exhibition noted in Xu Wangʼs poster, the designer 

intentionally treated the Chinese calligraphy in a visual manner that would evoke 

the absence of Hiroshimaʼs people for their 60th year commemoration. 

Furthermore, the bold black paint strokes deconstructing from the upper right 

hand side to the lower left bottom create a double entendre for either Easterner 

or Westerner - symbolizing both the human bones cascading downward as well 

as the ʻblack rainʼ or nuclear fallout seen at ground zero. Also, given calligraphy 

is one of the highest art form in China and is much appreciated in the West, Xu 

Wang reveals his own artistic bravado here as well. The confidence of his 
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ʻChinese-nessʼ42 is highly visible, occupying the majority of the posterʼs space. 

Opposite in scale and placement is his use of the English title and body text so 

small and placed in the lower left-hand frame of the poster. The English writing or 

text would be the last to be seen if one were reading in Chinese. A Chinese 

reader would traditionally read top to bottom, right to left. Wang carefully 

composes the English title and body copy with a sans serif, Modernist typeface. 

However, he lays out the type in a Post-Modernist typographic fashion, so the 

lines of type are of varying sizes and scales emphasizing the key words in felt 

and intuitive expression, rather than in a logical or tightly gridded method. Xu 

Wang directs the viewer to read the English last - if one were to follow the 

directives of his layout and follow the juxtaposition of elements, through his use 

of scaling, from extremely large and centered Chinese calligraphy he finally 

moves to the small off-centered, lower left English text placed in the corner. 

Nonetheless in the English body copy and the ʻimagetextʼ - ʻ60thʼ and the name 

of the city of ʻHiroshimaʼ - are enlarged for emphasis, ease of reading, and to 

clarify to his Western audience what the poster might be depicting. Wang must 

have been fully aware as a designer that his viewing audience would be 

Europeans, given the show was being held in Germany. He also must have used 

the English text, knowing the language is the most widely used and understood 

among an international audience. Other ʻimagetextsʼ to note are the background 
                                            
42 Wendy Wong, “In Search of a New Graphic Design Frontier in China: Establishing the 
ʻChinese-nessʼ of International Style,” Journal of the Asian Design International 
Conference, Vol. 1, 2003. http://design.yorku.ca/research/wwong.php  
(accessed August 2008).  
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color of white, it is a symbol for ʻdeath and mourningʼ in Asia and there is “an 

overabundance of white space around … an isolated… lettering might [also] hint 

at funerary meanings.”43 Beyond my earlier description of the use of the color 

black in Chinese visual communication in Wangʼs “Year of the Tiger” calendar 

poster, black also may represent “mystery and even danger” in the Hiroshima 

poster. Xu Wangʼs ideal of Chinese graphic design operating in a contemporary 

international design context, as well as retaining his own cultural identity and 

visual voice has been fulfilled in this poster design. The latter work also stands 

out clearly from his earlier 1993 work in the “Print” magazine article. 

Thus, Xu Wangʼs two posters visibly demonstrate and reinforce Saidʼs 

position of a mutable history. Clearly the designer has shifted the balance of 

Chinaʼs ʻsubaltern imagetextʼ to a new level of respect. His poster can be seen as 

is deeply Chinese, yet also contains English design elements. Xu Wang has 

begun to create in this work, a new synthetic and visual language that contains 

neither ʻOrientʼ and ʻOccident,ʼ rather as Edward Said predicted, one in which we 

see ourselves in a world transformed. 

 

B. Min Wang - Spivak and ʻStrategic Essentailismʼ 

Theorist Gayatri Spivak argues for “strategic essentialism” in subaltern 

postcolonial studies. She maintains, in order to create a conversation in 

opposition to the dominant colonial power, postcolonialists may have to position 
                                            
43 L.K. Peterson and Cheryl Dangel Cullen, “The Asian Pacific Rim.” Global Graphics: 
Color, A guide to design with color for an international market, (Gloucester, MA: 
Routledge), 2000, 146-179. 
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themselves as the ʻother.ʼ As a matter of strategy, this first stance of 

essentializing oneʼs own identity may be necessary, so as to begin from a place 

that challenges and changes the dialogue of the colonized to the colonialist. As 

Spivak writes: “In subaltern studies, because of the violence of imperialist 

epistemic, social, and disciplinary inscription, a project understood in essentialist 

terms must traffic in a radical textual practice of differences.” 44 Her concept 

would be to sever the binary that Said so well defined in his Orientalism theory, 

namely the ʻOccidentʼ created the ʻOrient,ʼ to justify their colonization and to 

define as well as rationalize the formerʼs behavior and existence. Spivak intoned: 

“Some of the most radical criticism coming out of the West today is the result of a 

interested desire to conserve the subject of the West, or the West as Subject. 

…the history of Europe as Subject is narrativized by the law, political economy, 

and the ideology of the West, this concealed Subject pretends it has ʻno geo-

political determinations.”45 In Spivakʼs postcolonial project, the end goal would be 

not to be seen nor defined as the “subaltern object,” rather in a manner of the 

postcolonialistsʼ own choosing , that is how they would like to define and see 

themselves, and not in relationship to the colonialists. The latter step once taken, 

would move the colonized, or the ʻsubaltern object,ʼ from having to be ʻstrategic 

essentialists,ʼ that act in defiance of the dominant colonial power. In other words, 

in the process of posturing, they would find their authentic voice, and not just 

                                            
44 “Can the Subaltern Speak?,” inThe Postcolonial Reader, edited by Bill Ashcroft and 
Gareth Griffiths, Helen Tiffin, (New York: Routledge), 1997, 27.   
45 Ibid., 24. 
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reactionary one of ʻspeaking truth to power.ʼ They would newly articulate and 

voice the postcolonialistsʼ self-defined reality with clarity and strength.  

I believe Spivakʼs ideological cultural desire is one shared by Bejing 

Olympic design director, Min Wang. He wrote in 2001, even before he knew he 

would become the design director of the 2008 Games: 

Our modernization path should be characterized by synthesis, innovation 
and sustainable development… We should find our own way based on our 
own culture and tradition. … we need to proactively retain and promote 
our heritage and be cautious against indiscriminately copying western 
design theories or design languages.46  
 
While Wang was coming of age (b. 1956), when Beijing entered onto the 

global stage during the Communist governmentʼs Four Modernizations Policy47 in 

1978, then its Open Door Policy in 1979. By the year 2001, China had entered 

into the World Trade Organization (WTO). The same year, they also won the bid 

for the 2008 Olympics to be held in Beijing, an endeavor in which Wang 

participated. The English design press coverage of Chinese-born, American 

educated and trained designer, Min Wang,48 is featured prominently when he 

became the PRCʼs Design Director for the 2008 Beijing Olympics, and also when 

he was given the post as the Dean of the School of Design in the Chinese 

Academy of Fine Arts (CAFA), the PRCʼs only government-run art school. 

                                            
46 Min Wang, Square Two World, Square Two Design, TWO WORLD DESIGN, 
(Publication date not available, @ 2001),14. 
47 Deng Xiaoping pushes an era of reform concentrating on the advancement of Chinaʼs 
agriculture, industry, science, technology, and national defense. 
48 Wang received his post-baccalaureate graphic design degrees in Germany and at 
Yale University. He also worked for Adobe Systems, Inc. for many years as Art Director 
then Project Manager. Wang devised the first Chinese character fonts for Japanese 
usage in the Adobe software Illustrator. 
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Actually, I have found Min Wang to be the man of the most nuanced insight 

because he is so central to what is going on inside of Chinaʼs design world today. 

This is due, I believe, to his bicultural background. He was born and came of age 

in China, during its transitional cultural and economic period. Also Min Wang 

sought further higher education abroad – in the Soviet Unionʼs East Germany 

and later at Yale University. Then he lectured in the latterʼs universityʼs graduate 

design program from 1989 to 1997. Still later, Wang worked in the United States 

at Adobe, the software developer and manufacturing giant. His last position in the 

USA, was when he joined the studio of Square Two Design in San Francisco. 

This is also where he created his visual presentation for the 2001 PRC bid to 

hold the Olympics. Also, Wang speaks, reads and writes fluently in Chinese and 

English. As a student, designer and an academic, Wang was trained in a 

Bauhaus-based Modernist design methodology.49 It is clear Wang holds the 

background to combine and create a unique cultural as well as social insight, to 

see and resolve tensions between Eastern and Western design sensibilities 

today.  

In his poster design that depicts all thirty-four of the Olympic sporting 

events, Min Wang synthesized the modern and the traditional (see fig. 3). 

Innovating from the original and widespread usage of the ʻDancing Manʼ logo, 

which is the central image of the 2008 Olympics, Min Wang, innovates a grand 

                                            
49 From Min Wangʼs self-published book, Square Two World, Square Two Design: TWO-
WORLD DESIGN. (no publication date @2001). 
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metaphor reminiscent of an early Chinese printing technique. As the official 2008 

Beijing Olympic website states: 

the beauty of seal charactersʼ and with strokes of seal characters as their 
basic form, the Pictograms of the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games integrate 
pictographic charm of inscriptions on bones and bronze objects in ancient 
China with simplified embodiment of modern graphics, making them 
recognizable, rememberable and easy to use.50 
 

Wang graphically simulates this ancient printing technique by giving the 

impression the Olympic sporting figures have been created in a similar manner. 

He leaves the edges of the black background paper appearing handmade by 

leaving the edges ragged, not clean and machine cut. Also he simulates the 

surface of the paper to appear as if inked on by hand, by allowing the white of the 

background surface to bleed through the inky black surface. Wangʼs graphic 

approach is not to have the posterʼs Olympic sporting figures appear 

mechanically and perfectly printed, as modern printing and computer technology 

is able to achieve, rather Wang purposely foregrounds the human hand and the 

ancient rubbing printing technique allowing them to remain visually evident in his 

final version of the sports pictograms poster. Additionally, in the lower-left hand 

corner, the image he symbolically displays is the 2008 Beijing Olympic logo of 

the ʻDancing Man,ʼ but this time utilizing it to connotate a red-inked Chinese 

stamp or ʻchopʼ, that is often used as an official ʻsignatureʼ on a piece of 

calligraphy or painting or a formal document.  In fact, posted on the 2008 Beijing 
                                            
50 “Pictograms of the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games unveiled.” 
http://en.beijing2008.cn/37/34/article212033437.shtml (accessed January 2007). 
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Olympic website is a visual mission statement of the overall image concept for 

branding the Game, which Wang seemed to follow closely: 

The project of the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games Image and Look aims at 
creating unique, complete and consistent visual images… through 
architectural development and integrated application and management of 
the image elements... which include the Olympic Symbol, Beijing Olympic 
Games emblem, its color system, theme slogan, secondary marks, 
mascots, Olympic Pictogram, core patterns and a set of photographic 
images. … the image elements of the Beijing Olympic Games, whose 
design…symbolize the Olympic Spirit and the concepts of this edition of 
the Olympic Games... They are the carrier to showcase to the world the 
culture and tradition, as well as the city images and human spirit of China 
and Beijing. They constitute significant wealth of the Beijing 2008 Olympic 
Games.51 
 
What follows here are two more examples of Wang to demonstrate the 

flexibility and coherence of his branding and information design of the 2008 

Olympics at work (see figs. 5).52  Wang transfers the original thirty-four 

pictograms into grey monochromatic backgrounds, so each individual sporting 

competition has its own representative poster. The original pictograms are now 

depicted out-of-focus and are made to be faint back-up imagery. However, they 

also display and possess more movement as well as fluidity. In moving his 

original foreground elements of the sporting pictograms poster into the 

background, Wang is able to highlight and foreground the color photographs of 

each individual sportsman performing in each event. Now each high resolution 

color photograph visually contrasts to the monochromatic grey backgrounds, and 

                                            
51 “OLYMPIC Design System” http://en.beijing2008.cn/spirit/beijing2008/ (accessed 
September 2009). 
52 http://en.beijing2008.cn/spirit/beijing2008/officialposters/sportsposters/ 
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the individual sportsman perceptively moves front and center in the new poster 

design.  

Still later, Wang creates his signage banners for his directional graphics 

on site of the Olympic Village. Imagine the information graphic design system he 

had to design to perform, so 1.8 million visitors could navigate themselves 

around the area for the 16 days of the events. Therefore the banners are 

resplendent with vigorous color coding and replicate a traditional Chinese 

imagery of water waves as an overall pattern. He then takes this colorful 

patterning, and replaces the backgrounds of his monochromatic sporting event 

posters. Wang has altogether replaced his first visual analogy to the original 

black and white sporting pictograms. He has now integrated this last wave 

patterned iteration of his posters, so they fit in visually with his onsite directional 

banners. The larger design schemata for his overall information  design system, 

now becomes visually and conceptually integrated.  

As you may now see, Wang continually worked to integrate his overall 

design direction together, as each new requirement was added to his workload. 

He continuously had to deal with each graphic element being added - in yet 

another medium, material, scale, placement and usage. Moreover Wang 

translates his Western design education, training and practice into the creation of 

a strategical interpretation, required of him as the head design director of the 

global Olympic Games. He straddles both the Western and the Eastern aesthetic 

sensibilities in his reiteration of the core elements of his overall design schemata. 
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He uses the symbolisms and aesthetics of China, yet also invokes the rationality 

of the Bauhaus-derived design school. 

 As the Design Director of the 2008 Beijing Olympics, Min Wang has 

visualized Spivakʼs ʻstrategic essentialismʼ knowing his job was to communicate 

not only to his Western audience, but also to his own 1.3 billion countrymen, and 

importantly the Beijing Olympic Games Organizing Committee (BOGOC) and the 

International Olympic Committee (IOC). For sure, ʻBrand Chinaʼ was making her 

world debut as a nation, and Min Wang and his designers were fully cognizant of 

the importance of their design mission.  

 Finally in relationship to the postcolonial theories of this paper, Min 

Wangʼs design work is Spivakʼs iconic model of a ʻsubaltern objectʼ using 

ʻstrategic essentialismʼ as ʻspeaking truth to power.ʼ Wang managed to maintain 

a ʻChinese-nessʼ to his Olympic designs, yet tactically planned and worked as a 

Western trained designer would do - using the rationality of tight grid systems, 

strict color coding, clean typography, highly descriptive system manuals, and his 

personally-trained staff of designers to carry out the humongous tasks that was 

bestowed upon him. Min Wangʼs earlier notions of a global designer, which he 

had written about in his 2001 self-published book, Square Two World, Square 

Two Design: TWO WORLD DESIGN, had come to fruition: 

designerʼs synthesis ability comes from… understanding, absorbing and 
grasping a myriad of social factors… multi-culture trends and diversified 
history [ical] backgrounds… insight to culture, art, and society, both global 
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and indigenous… [a] grip on aesthetics, human relations, market and 
technology.53 
 
Indeed Min Wang had actualized his philosophy through his Olympic 

design work. Or as designer writer, Rajeshwari Ghose,”54 lucidly states in her 

description of Asian designersʼ who may have conflicted sense of agency, 

speaking from a post-colonial perspective: 

Much of the polemics concerning design… in Asia is centered on this 
inherent tension between the local and the global, both in the material and 
cultural sense. At one end of the design spectrum is those who believe 
…Asian countries can and will achieve First World [Western] standards of 
living if only the right technological mix … right degree of patience … 
necessary amount of time … for the trickle-down effect …can be 
achieved.55 
 
Min Wang clearly attained Ghoseʼs notion of the right technological mix, 

patience, and the posturing for his Western viewing audience, while maintaining 

his Eastern sensibilities as a visual showcase for the Chinaʼs global debut. 

 

1) 2008 Beijing Olympics 

Designers are… playing an important role in balancing the Globalization 
and Nationalization, Unification and Diversification. Potentials of being 
able to understand the interactions between native culture and the trend of 
globalization rightly justify their roles to be messengers of cultural 
communications…The world needs a visual language to facilitate the 
communication and understanding among people with various 

                                            
53 Min Wang, Square Two World, Square Two Design: TWO WORLD DESIGN, 
(Publication date not available @ 2001), 6. 
54 Rajeshwari Ghose, “Design And Development In South And Southeast Asia: An 
Overview,” Design and Development in South and Southeast Asia, edited by Rajeshwari 
Ghose. (Hong Kong: Centre of Asian Studies, University of Hong Kong),1990, 3-16. 
55 Ibid., 26. 
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backgrounds, and this visual language can only be drawn on in-depth 
knowledge of diverse cultures.56 

         -Min Wang- 
 

Indeed until most recently, that is after the 2008 Beijing Olympic games 

took place, a positive view57 on the state of modern Chinese graphic design was 

difficult to find in the Western trade press. Written in 2008, Ellen Shapiro of 

Communication Arts offered her answer, “This could be the biggest design 

program in history.” She said: 

More designers are involved, more energy, more years of work. And the 
largest audience. Itʼs estimated that 4.5 billion television viewers will watch 
the 208 Summer Olympic Games… One million people are expected to 
visit China this August, including 25,000 journalists. …The ʻBeijing 2008ʼ 
logo is on everything from Coke cans (see Figure 6) 58 to UPS truck. Every 
citizen is expected to contribute, to be part of the process of bringing the 
Peopleʼs Republic into the modern world. And that includes… using cell 
phones with Olympic logos and buying Olympic mascot dolls for their 
children.59 
 

Thus, with her as a publication offering a Debordian view of the 2008 

Olympic Games, Western graphic designers may have to alter their view of 

Chinese graphic designers, especially  given the immense visual spectacle the 

2008 Beijing Olympic images projected globally. The Games drew the largest TV 

viewing audience ever, an estimated 4.5 billion people, were mesmerized and 

astounded at the colossal skill of technology, choreography, costuming, colors, 

                                            
56 Min Wang. Square Two World, Square Two Design: TWO WORLD DESIGN, (No 
publication date @ 2001). 
57 Ellen Shapiro. “Olympic Design Team: visualizing the dream of 1.3 billion people,” 
Communication Arts, Vol. 360, (May/June 2008): 86 – 93. 
58http://media.photobucket.com/image/2008%20Beijing%20Olympic%20Coke%20Can/w
cw573/CocaColaHKOlympic2008Can1-1.jpg 
59 Ibid., 87. 
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and visual happenings of the ʻNew Chinaʼ or perhaps more appropriately the 

ʻChinese Modern.ʼ In the United States alone, NBC-TV drew around 30 million 

viewers a night on its main network, matched equally in number on its website, 

with over 6 million of Internet users sharing their videos with others and several 

millions more tuning into their 24/7 cable channels.60 (Also Min Wangʼs designs 

had to conform to work in this medium for continuity sake. His was no small task 

given the number and variety of TV openings, bumpers, lower thirds, over-the-

shoulder graphics, statistics, and event features.) 

Visiting the ʻOfficial 2008 Beijing Olympicʼ website,61 even if one had not 

seen the live event unfolding, the photographic and video documentation of the 

Opening and Closing Ceremonies peaks oneʼs interests. (By the way even the 

website design62 was tied into Min Wangʼs Olympic branding and its breadth and 

depth is incredibly detailed.) The Ceremonies are posted and highlighted with 

astounding statistics of the number of events, performers, athletes, audience, 

coordination and technology involved. All these facts add up to stunning visuals, 

almost unbelievable, because previously unseen, and so carefully documented- 

verbally and visually. There were many scenes, but some of the more memorable 

ones from the Opening Ceremony including: 2,008 drummers beating their 

percussive instrument at the same time, chanting a Confucius phrase that 

                                            
60 Bill Carter and Richard Sandomir. “A Surprise Winner at the Olympic games in Beijing: 
NBC.” New York Times, August 17, 2008. 
61 http://en.beijing2008.cn/ceremonies/headlines/n214519367.shtml (accessed August 
2009). 
62 http://en.beijing2008.cn/ (accessed August 2009). 
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welcomes the visitors and declares how happy they are to see them come from 

afar. (see fig. 7) Another highlight included seeing nearly 900 people forming 

stadium-size Chinese characters, by moving up and down, to form the numbers 

of the countdown to the Opening of the Games, executed simultaneously in 

Chinese and English (see fig. 8). Then after the  Olympic Torch was lit, across 

Beijing, in four major sectors of the nationʼs capital city,29 including the Temple of 

Heaven, the Forbidden City and Tiananmen Square. A seemingly never-ending 

firework displays (twenty-nine in all), light up the night sky to demonstrate the 

power and invention of Chinaʼs gunpowder in 960-1276 AD. (see fig. 9). Clearly 

the Opening Ceremony alone was a tour de force on the worldʼs stage, for the 

rising nationʼs global premiere.  

In a Los Angeles Times newspaper article of April 2009, reporter Don Lee 

writes:  

Some Chinese scholars say Beijingʼs newly assertive stance reflects the 
sentiments of many of its citizens who, they argue, lost their romantic 
illusions about the U.S. economic model and its superiority in the wake of 
the made-in-America recession. many people looked at the Beijing 
Summer Olympics as a defining moment of Chinaʼs rise. It turns out thatʼs 
little compared with the global financial crisis. The real Olympics is now, 
and the Chinese are doing much better than the competition.63 
 
 
C. Bhabha, MEWE Design Alliance and the” Third Space ʼ   

     Working to reach beyond Edward Saidʼs dialectical notions of Orientalism 

(1978) and Occidentalism, as well as other postcolonialists, Homi Bhahba, 

counters by writing his alternative theory in his book, The Location Of Culture 

                                            
63 Don Lee. Los Angeles Times, April 2, 2009: 1.  
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(2006), 64 on post-colonialism, poststructuralism and culture. Bhabha points out, 

whereas Saidʼs Orientalism could not exist without its relationship to 

Occidentalism - the colonizer to the colonized, the dominate to the sub-dominant, 

Bhabha prefers unlocking Saidʼs binary oppositional stance, and allowing 

modernist theories to become unhinged, severing the outmoded western 

dynamic in a postcolonial, poststructuralist, ʻpost-postʼ world. Nonetheless, 

Bhabha agrees with Saidʼs assessment of seeing history as ʻperformativeʼ, not 

metaphysical or fixed. However, Bhahba insists other narratives be added and 

heard in a language that is ʻmulitvocalʼ and relevant to contemporary space and 

time. He urges the subaltern postcolonialists, as well as the other 

poststructuralists, to move to a place of ʻcultural hybridityʼ and ʻlinguistic 

multivocalityʼ - to disrupt and dispel the modernist tension of opposites – to allow 

modernity to collapse under its own burden of colonialism – to exist in the 

vacuum left behind or the space in-between. As Bhabha writes: 

…the theoretical recognition of the split-space of enunciation may open 
the way to conceptualizing an international culture, based not on the 
exoticism or multi-culturalism of the diversity of cultures, but on the 
inscription and articulation of cultureʼs hybridity.65 

         

          Furthermore, Bhabha prognosticates changes must take place and be 

redefined to what it means to be a human being living in our changed world 

today. He advises his readers to relocate their own culture into his new ʻThird 
                                            
64 Bhabha, Homi. The Location of Culture, New York: Routledge, 1994. 
65 Homi K. Bhabha. “Cultural Diversity and Cultural Differences.” In The Postcolonial 
Reader, edited by Bill Ashcroft and Gareth Griffiths, Helen Tiffin, (New York: Routledge), 
1997, 207. 
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Spaceʼ and time. Here, between the borders set of the last 20th century of 

colonialism and postcolonialism, he argues rather than being trapped in either 

opposing view, Bhabha encourages humanity to liberate themselves out of their 

narrow sense of nationality, ethnicity and identity into the now vacant space in 

the middle.  He asks people to enter into the ʻThird Spaceʼ where many voices, 

ʻmultivocalityʼ, and various mixed states of being, ʼhybridity,ʼ may thrive. He writes 

“ a vision of the future is the belief that we must not merely change the narratives 

of our histories, but transform our sense of what it means to live, to be, in other 

time and different spaces, both human and historical.”66 By rigorously rethinking 

representation and resistance that has characterized the site of colonial 

contestation, so Bhabha believes a construction of a new  ʻliminalʼ space where 

cultural variations may enunciate their uniqueness, will be created and make a 

newly imagined and constructed sense of community. He writes: 

…the in-between …that carries the burden of the meaning of culture. It 
makes it possible to being envisaging national, anti-nationalist, histories of 
the ʻpeople. It is in this space that we will find those words with which we 
can speak of Ourselves and Others. And by exploring this hybridity, the 
ʻThird Spaceʼ, we may elude the politics of polarity and emerge as the 
others of our selves.67  
 

          In fact, a young group of graduates from Min Wangʼs School of Design at 

CAFA have constructed such a ʻliminalʼ graphic design studio from which to 

                                            
66  Excerpted from Rob Wilson and Wimal Dissanayake, Global/Local: Cultural 
Production and the Transnational Imaginary, (Durham, NC: Duke University Press), 
1996, 1-14. 
67 Homi K. Bhabha. “Cultural Diversity and Cultural Differences,” in The Postcolonial 
Reader, edited by Bill Ashcroft and Gareth Griffiths, Helen Tiffin, 206-209, New York: 
Routledge, 1997, 209.  
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operate in a hybrid and multivocal manner. Called MEWE Design Alliance,68 the 

studentsʼ work was featured in the V & Aʼs “China Design Now” show in 2008. 

When I visited Beijing in 2004 at the AGI annual conference, I had an opportunity 

to interview three of the MEWE designers - Liu Zhizhi (b. 1975), He Jun (b. 

1977), and Yu Guang (b. 1977).69 All three were dressed in the most current, hip-

hop style of global youth culture. When I asked through a translator about the 

works of the designers they most admired, they named the countries whose 

design they most admired - Japan, Germany, Holland and England. These young 

men answered my questions, without hesitation and very directly. When I asked 

them what they thought about the state of design in China, they eagerly 

answered me, even overlapping one another, sometimes speaking at the same 

time: 

They are way ahead of the game compared to us. Taiwan designers put 
more traditional elements into their work, so visually the work ends up 
looking more Chinese. Hong Kong designers have a style more like the 
Western designers, but they keep some of the Chinese sensibilities. Their 
work looks like itʼs undergoing a transitional change from Eastern to 
Western design. Taiwan designers use traditional Chinese elements more 
accurately and profoundly than the Mainland or Hong Kong designers. 
Currently, we, Mainland designers, choose to follow the Western design 
more. 
 
When I asked them what they thought of their future as designers, they 

gleefully answered, “There is a bright future in design. [People] consume design 

as they do other products.” When I tried to push them further in articulating what 
                                            
68 http://www.vi11age.com/article/29/mewe_design_alliance. http://www.meweda.com/ 
(accessed September 4, 2009) 
69 Catherine Jo Ishino, “Seeing Is Believing: Reflections on Video Oral Histories with  
Chinese,” 326-327, Journal of Design History 19, no. 4 (2006), 319-331.  
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they meant by their statement, and asked them, “How would you describe the 

state of PRC design?” Their replies were, “We have confidence in ourselves. We 

can make it better.” Lastly, I asked them, “What advice would you give to other 

designers [coming onto the scene]?” They answered very quietly and seriously, 

“First have confidence in [oneʼs] self. Gain techniques in a short period [of time].  

Never give up; just keep doing it! Yeah!!!” 70 

The designers of MEWE were already steeped in post-post modernism 

and stood certain in wanting to work with, but not necessarily learn from, the 

Western designers. In visually analyzing one of the young designerʼs work at the 

in the group, He Junʼs design (see figure 4) has indeed gained technique and his 

confidence. His ability is now clear in his work that was featured in the Victoria & 

Albert Museumʼs catalog for its “China Now Design” exhibition.71 The buoyant 

and ebullient energy of his imagery is palpable on this full title page in the book. 

He displays a reverie of action, against the plain white background (no longer 

alluding to the funerary use of the color in Asian culture as Xu Wang did earlier in 

his Nagasaki and Hiroshima bombing posters), but more using the hue in a 

neutral and abstracted manner and as it might be utilized in Western graphic 

design.  In the foreground of his layout, Hun shows us a multiplicity of small, 

white, light and numbered lottery balls, being spun out of a whirring mechanism 

that propels them - towards, away, and in front of the viewer. The viewerʼs eyes 

follow the action of the moving balls, seeming to be bouncing all out of control. 
                                            
70 Ibid.,  327. 
71 He Jun, in “Shenzen: Frontier City,” in China Design Now, 34-35, edited by Zhang 
Hongxing and Lauren Parker,  (London: V&A Publications), 2008. 
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Then slightly off-centered and towards the middle of the page in the lower right 

hand corner, Jun demarcates a set of balls that have landed and settled. The 

viewer eyes are now drawn to the stillness of the five balls, and can only 

presume them to be the winning or chosen numbers. Noting this one set of balls 

are not moving cause the viewer to peer on even more curiously, as the numbers 

seem to be signifying something. The viewer can slowly begin to decipher their 

meaning. The odd arrangement of numbered balls have spelled out a word in 

English, one of the names of the three featured cities in the catalog and the 

exhibition, Shenzhen.  

He Jun writes in the catalog, explaining his Shenzhen design page:  

Shenzhen is an immigrant city and was created overnight. It is like a 
gigantic lottery game where citizens have their equal chance of winning. 
By joining the numbered balls in ascending order, a map of Shenzhen 
appears and the winning numbers spell out the cityʼs name. 72 

  
Clearly the latterʼs visual voice is beginning to be heard, as well as 30-

something Chinese designers such those in the MEWE Design Alliance. They as 

well as other young designers, are beginning to be heard in the larger 

globalization design narrative, and enriching visual texts worldwide. They are 

ably and confidently creating in Bhabhaʼs ʻThird Spaceʼ of ʻmultivocalismʼ and 

ʻhybridity.ʼ  

 
III. CONCLUSION 
 

vision is… a ʻcultural constructionʼ that it is learned and cultivated, not 
simply given by nature. …with the history of arts, technologies, media, and 
social practices of display and spectatorship… it is deeply involved with 

                                            
72 Ibid., 34. 
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human societies, with ethics and politics, aesthetics and epistemology of 
seeing and being seen.73 
                 - WJT Mitchell - 

 
Clearly we, in the West and East, have been left reeling, not only from the 

seeing the Olympic spectacle, but also perhaps even more crucially from the 

current economic crisis. I believe the ʻChinese Modernʼ  graphic design goal of 

combining and understanding how to forefront and manipulate their own cultural 

visual language has begun to materialize. The current designs, such as the 

MEWE Design Allianceʼs works, reach beyond Saidʼs Orient/Occident binary, or 

Spivakʼs  ʻessentialized strategy,” or perhaps moved beyond Bhabhaʼs utopic 

ʻThird Space,ʼ to exist in a space uniquely their own as fully-fledged members of 

the global design community. Still one is left to wonder, with all of the world-wide 

heightened economic frenzy and push for modernization, will the next generation 

of Chinese designers be allowed to continue to create in their bricollaged visual 

language? Will they be forced to succumb to the voraciousness of our all-

consuming globalized society? Or will these designers face a restraining 

curtailment of their current expressive freedom and practice from their 

government? Anyway one looks at their global outlook today, the next generation 

of Chinese graphic designers have had a pathway cut wide and deep by their 

predecessors, who have begun pointing them on their way into the 21st century. 

 
 
 
 
                                            
73 WJT Mitchell, “Showing Seeing: A Critique Of Visual Culture,” 166, Journal of Visual 
Culture, Vol. 1, No. 2, (2002): 165-181. 
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